
An Information-Based Treatment ofPunctuation in Discourse RepresentationTheoryBilge Say and Varol AkmanBilkent UniversityAbstractPunctuation has so far attracted attention within the linguistics com-munity mostly from a syntactic perspective. In this paper, we givea preliminary account of the information-based aspects of punctua-tion, drawing our points from assorted, naturally occurring sentences.We present our formal models of these sentences and the semanticcontributions of punctuation marks. Our formalism is a simpli�edanalogue of an extension|due to Nicholas Asher|of Discourse Rep-resentation Theory.IntroductionPunctuation marks have not been studied much by linguists apart from aprescriptive angle, until recently. Similarly, most Natural Language Pro-cessing (NLP) systems do not take punctuation marks into account (exceptfor the period and the spacing). Some linguistic works have attempted toproduce systematic characterizations of punctuation marks descriptively.



2 Say and AkmanLevinson (Levinson 1985) emphasizes the distinction between the ortho-graphic sentence and the grammatical one, as well as explaining how punc-tuation marks bind entities according to their informational links. Meyer(Meyer 1987) gives a classi�cation of punctuation marks (in American us-age) according to their functions and studies the realization of those func-tions. Nunberg (Nunberg 1990) shows how punctuation is a linguistic sys-tem on its own and devises a \text-grammar" for this purpose, using mech-anisms of lexical grammars.Based on Nunberg's seminal work, several researchers have tried to in-tegrate punctuation marks into their NLP systems, frequently using a syn-tactic point of departure (Briscoe 1996, Jones 1997, White 1995). Osborne(Osborne 1996) has shown the improvement|in a combined model-basedand data-driven grammar learning approach|obtained as a result of usingknowledge of punctuation to enhance the grammar, although his assumptionof punctuation marks of all kinds attaching to maximal projection phrasesis too strong. Kettunen (Kettunen 1996) has underlined the need for syn-tactic and semantic contexts in high-level \typographical spell checking" inhis somewhat prescriptive study.The overall, long-term goal of our research in punctuation is to contributetoward the construction of a systematic and principled theory of punctua-tion and human information processing vis-�a-vis punctuation marks. Morespeci�cally, we want to add on top of the existing useful works a formalcharacterization|formulated in a contemporary semantic theory (Kampand Reyle 1993)|of the information that punctuation contributes to thediscourse, semantically and pragmatically, within or above the grammaticalsentence level.1Punctuation and Discourse Representation TheoryPunctuation marks play various roles in natural language texts. They canhave a morphological role such as in anti-feminist, a delimiting role such asin Jones, my brother, came yesterday, or a separating role such as in twobottles of wine, three cans of beer. They can also have distinguishing rolessuch as usage of capital letters for proper names. These roles sometimesserve to resolve ambiguities, e.g., new, regular time for Tai-Chi classes ver-sus new regular time for Tai-Chi classes. If our intended meaning is to
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PUNCTUATIONINFORMATION STRUCTURESYNTAX PROSODYSEMANTICS PRAGMATICS(INCLUDING)Figure 1: E�ects of punctuation to information structureannounce classes with a �xed schedule, the second description would beambiguous. As in the last example, some of the roles of punctuation mayhave semantic roots. Our claim is that punctuation may even change theanalysis of discourse. In fact, various punctuation marks operate above thesentence level, connecting independent clauses that can function as stand-alone sentences. In addition, these connections can deliver special e�ectssuch as \elaboration" (Mann and Thompson 1987).Vallduv��'s (Vallduv�� 1992) treatment of information packaging may beused to explain, in a rather abstract sense, various e�ects of punctuationmarks (cf. Figure 1). By information packaging, he means the non-truth-conditional meaning of a sentence and how the latter is brought about.Information is de�ned as the propositional content which constitutes a con-tribution of knowledge to a reader's knowledge store. Vallduv�� gives thefollowing simple example (Vallduv�� 1992: 2):(1a) He hates broccoli.(1b) Broccoli he hates.Sentences (1a) and (1b) are clearly truth-conditionally equivalent but theysay what they claim about he (a particular male) in di�erent ways. Vall-duv�� devises a scheme that could account for such di�erences in informationpackaging. He cautions that the way information packaging is realized lin-guistically (i.e., by means of intonation, syntax, or morphology) may di�erfrom language to language. Following a common trend in the punctuationresearch community, we concentrate on the structural punctuation marks



4 Say and Akmanand take the combined e�ects of syntactic, semantic, and (to a certain ex-tent) pragmatic uses in order to explain the value punctuation marks add tothe information structure of a sentence. By structural, we mean those marksthat act on units not larger than the orthographic sentence (thus no para-graphs) and not smaller than the word (thus no hyphens or apostrophes).2While Vallduv��'s framework is very instructive, a more suitable and pre-cisely de�ned medium to realize our goal is the Discourse RepresentationTheory (DRT) (Kamp and Reyle 1993). This is a formal proposal to inte-grate the current approaches to discourse in a full-edged semantic theory.The aim of DRT has been stated as providing a systematic speci�cation ofthe truth conditions of a given multi-sentential discourse (or text). To beable to do this, representational devices called the Discourse Representa-tion Structures (DRSs) are incrementally built while the discourse is beinginterpreted in a top-down fashion.As a somewhat super�cial example to the \discourse e�ects" of punctu-ation, consider:(2a) Jane, and Joe and Sue write books on England. If her books arebest-sellers then they are going to be jealous.(2b) Jane and Joe, and Sue write books on England. If her books arebest-sellers then they are going to be jealous.In both fragments, the exact position of the comma alone controls the properresolution of pronominal anaphora. Suitable \triggering con�gurations"(Kamp and Reyle 1993) will lead to di�erent structures within DRT: in (2a)we have her attached to Jane and they to Joe and Sue, whereas in (2b)we have her attached to Sue and they to Jane and Joe. This di�erencecan be handled with plain DRSs|enriched with temporal and aspectualinformation, when necessary|as shown in Figure 2.As for the e�ects of restrictive and nonrestrictive clauses, example (3a)below implies that Sam has a cat that once belonged to Fred whereas (3b)implies that Sam has a cat but there is no information as to whether itonce belonged to Fred (both sentences taken from (McCawley 1981: 103)).This semantic distinction can straightforwardly be dealt with plain DRSs(cf. Figure 3).3(3a) Tom has two cats that once belonged to Fred, and Sam has one.(3b) Tom has two cats, which once belonged to Fred, and Sam has one.



Information-Based Treatment of Punctuation: : : 5x y z X Z WJane(x)Joe(y)Sue(z)X=y � zZ=x � Xbooks-on-England(W)write(Z,W)Ux's books(U)U�Wbe(U,best-sellers) ) be-jealous(X)
x y z X Z WJane(x)Joe(y)Sue(z)X=x � yZ=X � zbooks-on-England(W)write(Z,W)Uz's books(U)U�Wbe(U,best-sellers) ) be-jealous(X)Figure 2: DRSs for (2a) and (2b), respectivelyAsher's Extension and Its Adaptation to Modeling PunctuationThe simple examples in the preceding section give a taste of DRT capturingsome semantic e�ects of punctuation. Still, more involved requirementsfor modeling punctuation e�ects are not readily expressible in standardDRT, and we have to de�ne additional constructs. Several such constructsare provided by Asher (Asher 1993) within another theory he develops foranalyzing abstract entity anaphora in discourse. According to Asher, thestructure and the segmentation of discourse may help to determine theantecedents of abstract anaphoric references. To see an example of whatis meant by \abstract," consider the following paragraph (excerpted from(Asher 1993: 346)):(4) The Ashers were predictably short of groceries the day of the party.Nicholas Asher went out to get some, got lost and arrived back onlyafter the party had ended. Because of this, the committee made surethat the Ashers never gave a party for the Society again.Here, this anaphorically picks up a certain sum of events. Just which eventsare available for anaphoric reference is a result of the discourse structure.The basic entities at this stage are called the Segmented DRSs (SDRSs).They are imposed on the logical structure created by the DRSs by associ-ating the DRSs with discourse relations, which act as conditions for SDRSs.



6 Say and Akmanu Z f s yTom(u)cats(Z)have(u,Z)jZj=2Fred(f)belong(Z,f)Ycats(Y)have(u,Y)belong(Y,f) ) Y=ZSam(s)cat(y)have(s,y)tcat(t)have(s,t)belong(t,f) ) t=y
u Z f s yTom(u)cats(Z)have(u,Z)jZj=2Fred(f)belong(Z,f)Sam(s)cat(y)have(s,y)Figure 3: DRSs for (3a) and (3b), respectivelyAsher takes, by default, each basic constituent of an SDRS to correspondto a sentence ended by a full-stop; this can clearly be overridden by clausesor longer stretches of text where required. When the SDRS structure isupdated, the constituents are revised for possible anaphora resolution, andthe truth condition changes. An important rule is that the coherence of thediscourse must be maintained as new constituents are being attached.Asher uses a subset of relations from the Rhetorical Structure Theory(RST) (Mann and Thompson 1987) and some other discourse structure the-ories for his purposes. He divides the relations he uses in his theory ofSDRSs into two (viz. rhetorical and coherence relations) according to howthey relate sentences and contribute to the truth conditions. More impor-tantly (at least for our aims), he also classi�es the relations according towhether they a�ect the hierarchical structure of the text. Summary andtopic are examples of such structural relations that dominate other con-stituents. Also important are the relations parallel and contrast, whichinvolve pairing structurally similar objects according to whether they are



Information-Based Treatment of Punctuation: : : 7semantically similar or dissimilar, respectively.Asher's theory of SDRSs has been very inuential in our work. In a way,we had to incorporate intra-sentential punctuation phenomena to his the-ory. (His theory obviously deals with inter-sentential discourse phenomena.)While the exact de�nitions of the relations used in our punctuation-orientedstudy may be found in (Say 1995), the following illustrative examples mayo�er a glimpse of this study.In example (5) (taken from (Meyer 1986: 81)), the sentence-�nal dashindicates a result of the previously accumulated eventualities and does notdirectly represent a parenthetical occurrence. The state expressed after thedash follows from the subsentences before it. The resulting SDRS is givenin Figure 4.4(5) She had cried, she had implored, she had been miserable at this re-fusal, and �nally he had relented|and now how happy she was, howexpectant!In contrast to the previous sentence, example (6) below (adapted from(Ehrlich 1992: 80)) also has a sentence-�nal dash which does indicate aparenthetical. As a solution to this under-determination problem, we mayneed to resort to heuristics, founded on corpus analysis of punctuation markusage, because rules alone do not su�ce to determine the e�ect of the dash.The relevant SDRS for (6) is also depicted in Figure 4.(6) Now, I tell you the entire story|but �rst you have another cup ofco�ee.In examples (7) (taken from (Meyer 1986: 83)) and (8) (taken from(Ehrlich 1992: 81)), the parenthetical remarks clarify the parts of a pluraldiscourse referent (a variety of environmental supports and the problem,respectively). These remarks are important for the discourse when sucha clari�cation is sought by the reader. The relevant SDRSs are shown inFigures 5 and 6, respectively.(7) Simultaneously, a variety of environmental supports|a calm but nottoo motherly homemaker, referral for temporary economic aid, intel-ligent use of nursing care, accompaniment to the well-baby clinic formedical advice on the twin's feeding problem|combined to preventfurther development of predictable pathological mechanisms.



8 Say and Akmanu...k5:= x nk1:= t s ex=ut<ne��ss � te: cry(x)k2:= t s ex=ut<ne��ss � te: implore(x)Continuation(k1; k2)...k6:= xx=uhappy(x)expectant(x)Result(k5; k6)
x y u...x=: : :y=: : :the-entire-story(u)tell(x,y,u)k:= zcup-of-co�ee(z)have(y,z)Parenthetical(k)

Figure 4: SDRSs for (5) and (6) [some details omitted](8) The problems|unemployment and ination|perplex economists andmystify the public.In example (9) (taken from (Dawkins 1995: 537)), the comma coincideswith an intonation group boundary to indicate focus. We understand thatJohn has been unable to go to school for a year; therefore today is a specialday. Neither a plain DRS nor an SDRS can show such an information struc-ture: we simply have to introduce a new construct. The focus relation canbe used to this end, as Figure 7 illustrates.(9) Today, John went to school. He had been hospitalized for a year.We can now consider semantically contributing instances of semicolons andcolons. In example (10) (taken from (Quirk et al. 1972: 1065)), there is



Information-Based Treatment of Punctuation: : : 9X y t n ea-variety-of-environmental-supports(X)k:= Y u r v zcalm-but-not-too-motherly-homemaker(u)referral-for-temporary-economic-aid(r)intelligent-use-of-nursing-care(v)accompaniment-to-the-clinic(z)Y=u�r�v�zX=YParenthetical(k)t<ne�tfurther-development-of-predictable-pathological-mechanisms(y)e: combine-to-prevent(X,y)Figure 5: SDRS for (7)a contrast between the �rst text-clause and the second text-clause. It isclear that we run into the problem of under-determination once again. Theproposed SDRS is displayed in Figure 7, where the sign P is employed asa means to build the sets of leaders (those who lead) and followers (thosewho follow).(10) Those who lead must be considerate; those who follow must be re-sponsive.In example (11a) (taken from (Quirk et al. 1972: 1068)), a text-phraseconstitutes a DRS of its own and serves as an explanation. Apart from this,both (11a) and (11b) (also taken from (Quirk et al. 1972: 1068)) can bestraightforwardly processed in our given framework. The relevant SDRSswould be as shown in Figure 8.(11a) There remained one thing he desired above all else: a country cottage.(11b) In one respect, government policy has been �rmly decided; there willbe no conscription.Finally, the reader is invited to consider (12) (taken from (Levinson 1985:134)):



10 Say and AkmanX Y Wproblems(X)k:= x y Zunemployment(x)ination(y)Z=x�yX=ZParenthetical(k)economists(Y)perplex(X,Y)the-public(W)mystify(X,W)Figure 6: SDRS for (8)(12a) Margaret and Gregory met in 1932, falling in love in a fever of con-versation and theory-building on the shores of Sepik River in NewGuinea, where Margaret had come to work with Reo Fortune, hersecond husband.(12b) Margaret and Gregory met in 1932, falling in love in a fever of con-versation and theory-building on the shores of Sepik River in NewGuinea. Margaret had come there to work with Reo Fortune, hersecond husband.(12c) Margaret and Gregory met in 1932, falling in love in a fever of con-versation and theory-building on the shores of Sepik River in NewGuinea; Margaret had come there to work with Reo Fortune, her sec-ond husband.In (12a), there is considerable irony which is taken out in (12b), and re-stored to some degree in (12c). Paragraphs (12b) and (12c) have di�erentinterpretations, which are construed in the SDRSs in Figure 9.ConclusionInformation cues provided by punctuation marks should be valuable toNLP systems if captured carefully and adequately. Our ongoing work is



Information-Based Treatment of Punctuation: : : 11x e y u v s n m s' t'John(x)today(t)t<ne�tschool(y)k:= e: go(x,y)Focus(k)u=xone-year(m)dur(s)=me�s't'<ns' � t's��s's: in(u,v)hospital(v)
k1:= Y=Py: yleads(y)must-be-considerate(Y)k2:= Y=Py: yfollows(y)must-be-responsive(Y)Contrast(k1; k2)Figure 7: SDRSs for (9) and (10)directed towards classifying the (especially semantic) uses of punctuationwith respect to various available resources such as the Wall Street Journal(ACL/DCI 1991) and the SUSANNE corpus (Sampson 1995). At the sametime, keeping the interactions with syntax in mind, a system of semanticrules that takes into account the characterization of punctuation marks isbeing written, extending earlier works by Briscoe (Briscoe 1994) and Lee(Lee 1995). Alvey Natural Language Tools Grammar (Grover et al. 1993),a GPSG-style uni�cation grammar with an event-based and unscoped com-positional semantics expressed in �-calculus, is being used in this endeavor.A computational framework for extracting the informational cues from theactual punctuation practice is planned to be the concrete outcome of thiswork.AcknowledgmentsThe �rst author is grateful to the Scienti�c and Technical Research Councilof Turkey (program code: BAYG/NATO-A2) for �nancial aid, and Dr. Ted



12 Say and Akmanxk1:= u n t ea-thing(x)u=: : :t<ne�te: desire-above-all-else(u,x)k2:= yy=xcountry-cottage(y)Explanation(k1; k2)
nk1:= t s e x s't=ns � te=end(s')e��sgovernment-policy(x)s': be-�rmly-decided(x)k2:= : y t' e'n<t'e'�t'conscription(y)e': be(y)Elaboration(k1; k2)Figure 8: SDRSs for (11a) and (11b)Briscoe for his willingness to accommodate her during a visit in Fall '96 tothe Computer Lab., Cambridge University, Cambridge, UK. Finally, ourheartfelt thanks to Dr. Carlos Mart��n-Vide for moral support.Notes1. The reader is referred to (Say 1995) for a detailed review of punctuation. Otherrecent papers of our group which may also be useful include (Bayraktar et al. 1996, Sayand Akman 1996b, Say and Akman 1996a).2. This de�nition is borrowed from Meyer (Meyer 1986: 80).3. For a detailed analysis of the role of comma in various types of coordinate com-pounds, the reader is referred to (Min 1996). A corpus-based study of the semanticfunctions of comma is reported in (Bayraktar et al. 1996).4. In this �gure and the others in the sequel, the reader may ignore the special sym-bols appearing in the DRS boxes, when their meaning is not obvious from the context.Thus, only a general understanding of the inner details of the SDRSs is required.References
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